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What’s Muhurat trading? Your Diwali sweet market

I

ndian stock brokers, intermediaries and investors celebrate Diwali in a special way —
through the Muhurat trading session. This
special trading is held for an hour or so on Diwali
night so that investors can do ritualistic trading
in the stock market. Even as Indian markets have
moved away from the trading ring and investors
are no longer predominantly Indian, this tradition continues.
Muhurat, according to the Hindu lexicon,
means “an auspicious time” decided by planetary
movements. So what better way
to ward off those evil losses in the
stock market? Trading in the stock
market on Diwali day at a specific
Muhurat time is hence believed
to bring prosperity and wealth for
the year ahead. For Gujaratis and
Marwaris, the new financial year
begins on Diwali. Old account
books are closed and new ones are
opened as the new “Samvat” begins. Since in India, stock markets
are dominated by these two communities, Diwali
has a special place in the markets. It is a festive
occasion when the family members of stock brokers join the prayers held in the broker’s office.
The first token order, that is usually a “buy”, is
then punched in. As Diwali is also the time when
the goddess of wealth is worshipped, what better
place to offer your prayers to the goddess than
the terminal?

For, Muhurat trading sessions are generally
quite insipid. If you are a newbie eager to make
a beginning, you could do so on this day. Prices
tend to be less volatile. But if you are a seasoned
trader hoping to make a killing, volumes tend
to be thin on this day and it is quite likely that
your trade might not go through in some stocks.
Because of the bias towards buy orders rather
than sell orders, markets have generally ended
on a positive note on this day, though by a small
margin. According to some reports, the Sensex
has gained 71pc since 1992, with
a marginal gain of about one per
cent. You cannot afford to ignore
the Muhurat session if you hold
stocks in your portfolio. Since the
stock market is closed on Diwali
day, stock prices tend to move in
the Muhurat session to reflect the
global and domestic news-flow.
In recent years foreign investors
too have been active in these sessions.
But do not be misled by promises of bountiful profits on investments made in this session.
When picking a stock, make sure it is based on
sound analysis and not driven by superstitious
sentiment alone.While it is great way to begin
the new year with a cracker of a start, don’t get
carried away by the fervour of the day. Make sure
you invest smart, keeping in mind the longer
term prospects of the stock.

IIM - Kozhikode to host world
management meet

I

ndian Institute of Management (IIM) Kozhikode will
host the second Pan-IIM
World Management Conference
supported by the ministry of HR
and collectively organised by
13 IIMs. The conference will be
held at IIM Kozhikode campus
in Kerala, from Nov 5 to 8, 2014
on the theme “Globalizing Indian Thought,” said the institute
in a press institute.The theme
Globalizing Indian Thought
emphasises the Indian management approaches that have
found international recognition
in recent times.
The conference will have
experts from Wharton Business School, ESCP Paris, policy
makers, leaders from Indian industry who would share Indian
management thinking and how
it can impact global businesses.
Indian businesses have evolved
their own management styles
such as Jugaad innovation and
India as a country has a rich
legacy of its original science
such as yoga, Ayurveda, vastushastra, among others. These
practices and techniques have
caught global attention. The
conference aims at bringing together global scholars to one of
the fastest growing economies
of the world. The conference
will deliberate on issues that
will impact global management
thoughts in the years to come.

Prof Kulbhushan Balooni, Director, IIM Kozhikode said: “IIMs
have different functional and
sectoral expertise, region-specific industry access and clout and
understanding of local practices.
Collectively IIMs can emerge as
a formidable force in exploring

newer frontiers of management
science. The West is increasingly interested today in decoding
the phenomena in the emerging
markets.” Apart from the Common Admission Test (CAT), this
is another major platform that
brings all IIMs together.

Siemens to set up more centres
of excellence in Gujarat

T

he Gujarat government
has given its nod to German company Siemens
to set up six more centres of excellence in the state’s engineering colleges with an investment
of Rs 714.90 crore. Siemens has
already invested about Rs 500
crore for setting up five such

centres of excellence in the state
for which MoUs had been signed
two years back, state Finance
Minister Saurabh Patel said.
With the availability of more
funds, the Germany-based company approached the Gujarat
government in August for ap-

proval of its request to set up
of six more such centres in the
engineering colleges of the state
within the company’s current
fiscal year ending on Sept 30,
which has been granted, he said.
These centres of excellence will
be set up at colleges in Morbi,
Rajkot, Bhavnagar, Patan, Jamnagar and Mehsana, he said. These
six centres will be in addition to
the state government’s already
approved five centres of excellence under PPP mode with the
co-operation of Siemens Industry Software (India) , Patel said. 		
“The main focus of these centres is to train students of different engineering institutes in-line
with the latest industry needs
and emerging trends. These
centres will be instrumental in
providing skilled manpower to
the industries and employment
opportunities to the youth,” he
added.

states to receive more federal
transfers without strings attached, giving them scope to
determine their own spending
priorities.”
A bulging young lower-middle income group in large and
small cities, with strong aspirations for upward mobility, has
swelled the middle class in India. Poor GDP growth of recent
years has made the middle class
more favorable toward economic reforms, which they increasingly see as necessary for rapid
economic expansion and their
own continued prosperity. “The
combination of growing federalism and a rising middle class
sets the larger political context
for the economic policies the
government is likely to pursue
in the next five years. We expect the government to seek to
improve the administrative performance of the bureaucracy
while pursuing gradual fiscal
consolidation,” Mukherji said.
Standard & Poor’s affirmed its
“BBB-/A-3” long- and short-term
sovereign credit ratings on India

on Sept 26, 2014, and revised
the outlook to stable from negative. The outlook reflects S&P’s
view that the newly-elected government will be able to implement economic reforms that
spur growth, which in turn improves fiscal performance.
However, the Modi government is not likely to take dramatic steps to change economic
policies. Mukherji said: “Modi
will seek to win as many state
elections as possible, especially
in the next two years, to gain
seats in the upper house of parliament and ease the passage of
legislation.”
“The Modi government has inherited several weaknesses that
will constrain economic growth,
at least in the next year or two,”
he added. Inflation is likely to remain high, around eight per cent
in 2014 and seven per cent in
2015, while the general government fiscal deficit is likely to exceed seven per cent of GDP in
fiscal year 2015 (ending March
31, 2015) and remain above six
per cent in fiscal 2016.

is worth Rs 49,000cr!

I

t’s Diwali, one of the largest festivals in the world
which also is the Hindu
New year and it is the “sweet
time” in India. These are traditional sweets enjoyed by Indians from times immemorial for
which the market is estimated
now at Rs 49,000 crore! And
hold your breath, it is growing
at the rate of 10pc per anum.
The fact that these sweets have
a long shelf life is the key point
as during Diwali ---- sweets are
often bought in bulk and then
distributed among friends and
families over a period of several days. Despite stiff competition from attractively packed
imported chocolates, fancy
cookies, cakes, and muffins on
every Diwali, branded traditional Indian sweets have not
only managed to hold on to
their own but have witnessed
a steady rise in sales due to an
expanding market, rising incomes and, most importantly,
the emotional value associated
with them, outlet owners say.
Sweets like kaju katli (sweet
cake made of cashew nut powder and sugar), patisa (sweet
flaky cakes of gram flour),
Mysore pak (sweet small cakes
made from butter, sugar and
gram flour), badam halwa
(fried flour cooked with sugar

list of Indians this festive season. What’s more, these are exported as well.
“All types of barfis, especially
kaju barfi along with patisa and
gulab jamun, are selling in good
numbers as they are premium
sweets and also have a long shelf
life of around 15 days,” says an executive of a leading shop in Delhi.
Apart from the traditional
branded sweets which remain
a favourite all year round, especially during Diwali, other sweet
items like baklava (sweet pastry
of filo filled with chopped nuts)

industry is estimated at about
Rs 49,000 crore and has been
growing at a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of
10pc. Nevertheless, growing at
a CAGR of about 25pc , India’s
chocolate industry size is currently worth about Rs 5,000
crore and is likely to cross Rs
7,500-crore mark in the next
couple of years. Besides, India’s
per-capita chocolate consumption is hovering at about 100
grams and urban centres account for 35pc of the chocolate
consumption in the country.

UGC sets up panel on deemed varsities

T

he University Grants
Commission (UGC) has
set up a five-member
committee to conduct physical
verification of seven universities whose deemed category
status has come under question.
The development followed a direction by the Supreme Court
which had sought physical verification of infrastructure and
faculty strength of deemed universities, which were black-listed by P N Tandon Committee. At
the full commission meeting,
UGC decided to give the committee, which would be headed
by its secretary, a month’s time
to submit its report. “The committee would point out the deficiencies and ask the varsities to
act on them within a stipulated
period before a second verification is carried out to ascertain

their progress,” an official said.
The Tandon Committee had
originally blacklisted 41 deemed
universities. Subsequently, in
its report submitted to the Supreme Court last month, UGC
had zeroed in on these seven
institutes who still do not fulfill
such criteria. Officials said the
fate of the rest 34 universities
which were given a clean chit
by the UGC will be decided by
the HRD ministry. The Supreme
Court had on Oct 26 had directed physical verification of all
the universities as it ruled out
the suggestion of verification
through photographs and videography, saying it was not an
acceptable mode of determining the credentials. The Court
had asked the UGC to complete
within three months the physical verification of 41 deemed

Good performance by
Lakshmi Vilas Bank

T
Vibrant middle class backs reforms
S
tate governments are on the
verge of gaining much more
discretion in the use of
transfers from the central government. Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s scrapping of the Planning
Commission was a significant
step in enhancing the autonomy
of the states, said Standard &
Poor’s Ratings Services.
The report, titled “India: The
Shape Of Things To Come,” said
this shift of central policy making to the states is one of two
important trends in the country
-- the other being expansion of
the middle class. “Fiscal decentralisation should result in more
competition between states in
attracting investment and promoting growth, setting the stage
for further economic reform and
modernisation,” said Standard
& Poor’s credit analyst Joydeep
Mukherji. “The government has
reduced the number of centrally
sponsored schemes and given
states more flexibility in using
the money in those schemes.
Moreover, scrapping the Planning Commission also allows
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here are clear signals of
growth in credit offtake in
the second- half of the current financial year, said Lakshmi
Vilas Bank Managing Director
Rakesh Sharma.
“We staged a good performance in the second quarter
and considering the demand
(for credit) in the pipeline, we
are reasonably confident that
our second-half will be way better,” he said. The bank reported
a net profit of Rs31.5 crore for
the quarter ended Sept 30, 2014.
In the comparable previous year
quarter, it was Rs5.85 crore. “Of
course, there was an aberration
last year as the bank had to make
higher provisioning of Rs58 crore
for NPA, against Rs28 crore this
year,” Sharma explained.
Total income for the second
quarter went up 15pc to Rs618
crore. Total deposits grew 17pc
Rs19,315 crore from Rs16,455
crore in the previous year. Advances too went up by 11pc to
Rs13,724 crore (Rs12,333 crore).
Thanks to Rs10-crore sale of
NPA to Asset Reconstruction
Companies, cash recovery of Rs
16 crore and upgradation of accounts worth Rs15 crore made
during the quarter, the bank’s
gross and net non-performing as-

sets have come down. Gross NPA
came down by 150 basis points
from 5.22pc to 3.72pc and net
NPA came down by almost one
percentage point to 2.78pc from
3.77pc last year. Sharma said the
bank would continue to focus on

Rakesh Sharma
retail and MSME (micro, small
and medium enterprises) loan
portfolio, which account for 70pc
of the bank’s total advances.
The bank is also all set to to tie up
with a leading automobile manufacturer for lending for its customers. It will also increase its exposure to housing loans. With all
this, the bank hopes to post over
25pc growth for the whole year,
he claimed.

universities. It said after completing the procedure of verification and rectification of deficiencies, the UGC will file its
report both to the Centre and the
apex court. The Supreme Court
had earlier this year directed the
UGC to examine all the reports
of the 41 deemed to be universities and advise the central government. These universities had
gone to the Supreme Court after
they were put in the C- category
in 2009 by the Tandon Committee.
Earlier, it was 44 deemed universities which were found to
be unfit for the status by Tandon
committee. Nevertheless, the
number came down to 41 after
two of them surrendered the
deemed varsity tax, while the
third one was converted into
centre of national importance.

Internships help
get first job

S

everal students and those
in early stages of their
professional career in India feel that internships is an
useful step towards getting their
first job. Professional networking site LinkedIn’s survey also
found that the top attributes of
a dream job for these people are
happiness at work, money and
career progression.
“In India, students and early
professionals cited internships
(53pc) as a useful and an important step to increase the chances
of getting a first job soon,” LinkedIn said . Early professionals are
those with less than one year of
experience. The findings are
based on a survey conducted by
LinkedIn, in partnership with
CensusWide, that covered over
6,000 students and professionals. Respondents over the age of
16 were surveyed in India, Hong
Kong, Australia and Singapore.
“More than a third (36pc) of students and early professionals
with less than a year of experience said they believe it will/did
take them one to three months
to land their first job,” it said.
Among the important things
to be done after finishing their
education, about 35pc of the
respondents said it would be
university work while 28pc felt
“building contacts through social media” is also important.

